
A proposal of buildingnew muon small wheels :the NSW projetDraft 0.00 30.06.2011Abstratabstrat1 Introdution [TK℄We propose to build a pair of new small wheel detetor (NSW) to replae the existing onesduring the seond long shutdown1 of the LHC during whih the LHC will be upgraded to ahieveits luminosity beyond the nominal design value and up to 2-3�1034 m�2s�1 in the followingrunning period. The goal of NSW is to bring a signi�ant enhanement of the muon performanein the endap region, in partiular of the level-1 muon trigger as well as the preision muontraking, that would not be ahieved by simple and thus lower ost modi�ations alone suh asimprovement of radiation shielding, addition of new detetor layers or upgrade of eletronis.The muon small wheel is a part of the ATLAS muon spetrometer loated in the endapregion in front of the endap toroidal magnet. This is the innermost station of the three muonstations of the endap. There are two idential sets of detetors in both sides of ATLAS. Thesmall wheel onsists of 4+4 layers of monitored drift tubes (MDT) for preision traking inthe bending diretion (R diretion) and two layers of thin gap hambers (TGC) for azimuthaloordinates. These detetors over the � range of 1:3 < j�j < 2:0. The inner part of the smallwheel is overed by four layers of athode readout hambers (CSC) beause of its high rateapability. Eah CSC layers determines both bending and azimuthal oordinates. The overageof the CSC hambers is 2:0 < j�j < 2:7.Just to hek if referene works [1℄. One more to see the order is OK [2℄.2 Upgrade motivations [TK℄Disussion of muon spetrometer performane at high luminosity - preision traking and L1trigger, and onlude that new detetor and eletronis are needed.Point out serious (?) performane degradation in the small wheel region in both MDT andCSC, referring to the radiation bakground disussoin in Appendix. Performane of the present1Currently it is foreseen in 2018. 1



detetor should be evaluated for high lumi onditin, either using high lumi Monte Carlo oroverlay of real events. CSC is 4 layers.In the L1 disussion, emphasise the importane of maintaining low pT threshold. Thereare two issues. the high rate of fake triggers in the endap region based mainly on the studyusing data. Then introdue basi idea of how this an be mitigated by integrating the smallwheel in the L1 trigger. As the seond point of trigger, disuss the pT resolution and possibleimprovement using the new small wheel. Physis requirement asks low pT threshold (20-40GeV), L1 rate should be maintained at 100 kHz. Need sharpening pT threshold. Here introdue1 mrad requirement.Finally onlude that NSW should be built and replae the present ones as a phase-1 upgradeitem in preparation to running with luminosity beyond the nominal luminosity.The Small Wheel (SW) is the �rst station ("Inner station") in the end-ap of the Muonspetrometer. Together with the Middle and Outer station it delivers the spatial oordinatesfor the momentum determination of harged traks. Between the Small Wheel and the Middlestation ("Big Wheel") a toroidal magnet is loated with a bending power ranging from 3{7 T� m, depending on �, allowing a determination of the trak momentum with high auray.Designed to measure the momentum of a harged partile, the three stations of the end-ap have two distint funtions. They provide a fast, raw determination of the transversemomentum pT , shortly after the passage of the partile, to be used by the Level-1 (L1) trigger.The L1 trigger logi has the task to identify events of physis interest, for whih a high-pTmuon is a ruial signature.When a L1 trigger deision is broadast to the ATLAS subsystems, the DAQ has to retain allrelevant information for the orresponding beam rossing (BX). Beause of tehnial limitationson data storage of the eletronis, however, the L1-trigger must arrive at the subdetetors notlater than 2,5 �s after partile passage (trigger "lateny"), otherwise ruial information mightbe lost. This short L1 trigger lateny of the present ATLAS readout system strongly limits theseletivity of the L1 deision, as only a fration of the available traking information an beused for a redution of fake triggers, whih are mainly due to low-pT traks. One of the designaims for the ATLAS upgrade in phase II is an inrease of the L1 trigger lateny to 6,4 �s oreven up to 10 �s. At this point more seletive trigger strategies an be implemented, partly atthe level of the frontend eletronis, partly at the level of the Central Trigger Proessor (CTP),where trigger information from di�erent subdetetors an be ombined.The seond important funtion of the three muon stations is the momentum measurementof the trak with the highest available auray. This is ahieved by ombining high resolutiondrift tube hambers with a preise optial alignment system. Due to the alignment system therelative position of trak hits in front and behind the bending magnet are preisely known,resulting in the required momentum resolution.In the present Small Wheel Thin Gap Chambers (TGC) are used for the seletion of high-pT traks for the L1-trigger, while Monitored Drift Tube hambers (MDT) are used for thepreision determination of the trak oordinates.The LHC upgrade in phase I and II will lead to an inrease of the instantaneous luminosity2



by a fator of 2 and 5, respetively. In the present SW, these high luminosities and the resultingbakground rates will lead to an unaeptable redution in trigger and traking eÆieny.The main shortoming of the present L1-trigger in the end-ap is aused by the fat thata majority of traks rossing the SW do not originate from the primary vertex and shouldtherefore not be onsidered andidates for a high-pT muon by the triggering system. Thepresent trigger, however, an not determine the slope of the andidate trak in the r-z planeand for this reason is unable to disard traks not oming from the primary vertex. The triggerhambers of the New Small Wheel (NSW) will have to be able to determine the slope of thetrak with an auray of < 1 mrad in the r-z plane (bending plane). The slope of the trakmust also be determined in the � diretion, though with less auray, to further redue thenumber of trigger andidates whih do not ome from the interation point.Chamber loation tube expeted rate per oup- eÆ-Type in r length hit rate tube any ienym m hits/m2 kHz % %EIL0 150 m 75 m ?? 2000 2 kHz 85 % xxEIL1 262 m 152 m 300 0,3 kHz 92 % xxEIL2 373 m 206 m 100 0,1 kHz 98 % xxTable 1: Expeted hit rates and eÆienies for 15 mm tubes in the NSW. (Numbers are mostlydummies and have to be worked out later!The limitations of the MDT preision hambers at high luminosity are mainly aused byisolated hits in the tubes ("fake hits"), aused by neutron and gamma onversions in nearbysupport strutures, tube walls, hamber gas and tungsten wires. The presently used 30 mmdiameter tubes ("Large tubes") start to lose eÆieny if hit rates go beyond about 300 kHzper tube. While the length of the tubes in the trapezoidal geometry of the SW dereases pro-portional to distane from the beam line (r), the bakground rates inrease onsiderably fasterthan with 1/r. The highest hit rates per tube thus our at the inner tip of the EIS and EILhambers. The observed losses of eÆieny and spatial resolution in the drift tubes are partlydue to positive ions, slowly drifting in the tube gas, distorting eletri �eld and drift veloity,partly due to a redution of the eletri �eld lose to the wire, reduing gas ampli�ation andsignal height [9℄. Bandwidth limitations of the present readout eletronis also ontribute tothe loss of eÆieny (see setion 5.4 below). Replaing the present MDTs by a hamber typewith higher rate apabilities and improving the readout eletronis orrespondingly is thereforea entral aim for the Small Wheel upgrade towards higher luminosities, as expeted from theSLHC.Table 1 gives bakground rates, oupanies and hit eÆienies for MDT tubes at di�erentradii in the SW, based on simulation work in Ref. [3℄. Results form LHC running at luminositiesup to 5� 1032 seem to indiate rates whih are about a fator 3{4 above the simulated ones forthe innermost hambers EIS1 and EIL1 of the SW.
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5 Detetor onept 1 : MDT + TGC (working title)Introdution to this onept: This setion should desribe the tehnology onept, details up tothe level of a single hamber should be given in the appropriate appendix.5.1 IntrodutionTu ure the shortomings of the existing system, a new onept is proposed for the Innerstation, the New Small Wheel (NSW). For the trigger hambers we propose to maintain thebasi operating onept of TGC hambers, omplementing them with a new, high-performanereadout system. The pulseheight distribution of signals indued into the strips of the TGCathodes (measuring �) are onvoluted to give the preision oordinate with an auray of<100 �m. With modern, radiation-tolerant FPGAs the loation of the hits an be determinedfast enough for the L1 trigger. In the proposed detetor layout, a pakage of 4 TGC hambers isplaed in front and behind the MDT hambers, eah. A TGC pakage will ontain 4 wire layers(wires running radially, perpendiular to the strips), 4 athode layers for entroide �nding andanother 4 athode layers segmented into pads for fast seletion of a Region of Interest (RoI).In the o�ine analysis the pads will be an important tool for resolving ambiguities in the x-ypairing of oordinates, when more than one trak is present in a hamber. With a distane ofabout 300 mm between the TGC pakages in front and behind the MDT, an angular resolutionof < 0; 3 mrad an be ahieved. Only traks pointing to the interation point will be onsideredas high-pT andidates for the L1 trigger. A detailed presentation of the method is given insetion 5.4.The problem of high tube oupanies of the MDT is solved by using a newly developedtype of MDT drift tubes, the tube diameter being redued from 30 mm to 15 mm. While thetube area exposed to bakground radiation is thus redued by a fator of two, the maximumdrift time is redued by a fator of 3,5 (750 ns to 200 ns), the ombined e�et giving a redutionof hit rates by a fator of 7. The mehanial struture and the alignment system will be assimilar as possible to the ones in the present SW arhiteture. Like in the ase of the TGCs,faster readout eletronis has to be installed, see setion 5.5.Both new hamber systems, the TGCs and the MDTs, an be operated with the samehamber gas as in the present system. Power requirements for the eletronis of both systemswill be higher due to higher hannel ount. Whether this requires ative ooling, as is now usedfor the eletronis of the CSC hambers in the region � > 2 is under study. Aim is to haveservies arranged in suh a way as to be able to use the existing servie infrastruture like e.g.the able Shlepps.5.2 Detetor tehnology and layoutDesription of detetor onept (a detailed desription of the working priniple of eah detetorshould be given as an appendix).If more than 1 tehnology is used motivate the deision and detail how they work together (e.g.4



an servies be shared, is the information of the trigger hambers used in the preision hambers,how are ombined hambers assembled et.)List of all operating parametersDetailed layout: aeptane, desription of hamber overlap and dead areas, drawingsTables with hambers sizes, number of hannelsInternal alignment sheme (the overall ommon endap alignment sheme is desribed in theprevious hapter)Calulations about mehanial stability and expeted deformations due to gravity, temperaturehanges, (magneti �eld) et.Requirements for mount pointsDetails of servie points and other positions where aess is neededConept for hamber replaement (what needs to be dismounted et.)5.2.1 Detetor tehnology of the TGC hambersText about TGCs.5.2.2 Detetor tehnology of the MDT hambersThe outer region of the ATLAS detetor, where the muon hambers are loated, reeives highrates of low-energy neutrons, mainly due to shower leakage from alorimeters and shieldingstrutures in the high-� region. At the nominal luminosity, gammas from neutron apture andrelated onversion eletrons are expeted to generate hit rates in the range 50{300 kHz in eahMDT tube. A onversion eletron may reate an ineÆieny if the signal arrives before themuon signal. The muon detetion eÆieny thus beomes exp(-��f) � 1-��f, where � is theaverage drift time in the MDT tubes and f the hit rate due to gamma onversions.

Figure 1: The traking quality in 30 mm and 15 mm drift tubes in a region of high n/bakground. The oupanies from bakground hits (red dots) are 50% in the 30 mm tubesbut only 7% in the 15 mm tubes due to shorter drift time and smaller area.5



At high rates of n/ bakground, the eÆieny may be further redued by a derease of thegas ampli�ation due to spae harge from slowly drifting positive ions in the tubes, while theutuations of the spae harge tend to degrade the spatial resolution by up to about 20 % atthe highest rates.The e�ets of gamma onversions in the MDT tubes have been studied in detail using amuon beam in the presene of intense -irradiation of up to 500Hz/m2 (i.e. �300 kHz/tube),as delivered by the Gamma Irradiation Faility at CERN (GIF) [9℄. While the -rates atthe GIF orrespond to only about 30 % of the bakground levels expeted for the hottestregions at the SLHC, the results of these measurements already allow to de�ne the baseline ofa hamber design with muh improved traking apability: MDT drift tubes with only half thetube diameter o�er a redution of the drift time by a fator 3.5, due to the non-linear relationbetween trak distane from the entral wire and drift time (r-t relation) and in addition by afator 2 from the exposed area, thus yielding a fator 7 in the redution of the hit rate due ton/ bakground. Moreover, up to two times more tube layers an in priniple be aommodatedin the available spae, leading to improved trak �nding eÆieny and position resolution (seeFig. 5.2.2).

Figure 2: EÆieny vs. hit rate per tube for 30 mm and 15 mm drift tubes.The redution of the tube diameter of the MDT tubes allows to maintain the main advan-tages of the drift tube onept:(a) independene of the position resolution from the angle of inidene onto the hamberplane (ontrary to drift hambers with retangular drift geometry)(b) operational independane of eah tube, where the malfuntion of a tube an only gen-erate a negligible ineÆieny() modularity of hamber onstrution.To verify the performane of 15 mm ("small") tubes, a number of tests was exeuted, usingosmi muon traks. A pair of 30 mm ("large") drift tube hambers was used as referene,de�ning the position of the muon trak, while a layer of small tubes was the devie under test.6



Tubes along the trak are alled 'eÆient' when the hit is deteted inside a 3� road, as de�nedby the referene tubes.This measurement was done in the presene of adjustable levels of gamma bakground dueto the GIF faility at CERN [10℄. Fig. 2 shows the eÆieny of small and large tubes vs. hitrate from gamma onversions. As expeted, small tubes provide a muh better performane athigh bakground rates. The eÆieny at rate zero deviates from 100 % due to traks passingaross or lose to the tube walls and due to Æ-eletrons shifting the hit position outside the 3�aeptane road. The average position resolution in the small tubes was about 120 �m. Due tothe short drift ompared to large tubes, this value showed little dependene on the bakgroundrate.5.3 PerformaneSummary of hamber performane, details in appendix of tehnology.Spatial and angular resolution as funtions of rate and angle of inideneTime resolutionEÆieny (single measurement and segment)Double trak resolutionRejetion of fake and bakground traks
5.4 L1 trigger and eletronisHow the L1 signal are produed, starting from the detetor signal till the formation of SL input.Lateny (alulation, measurement with demonstrator)Compatibility with Phase II upgrade RR to supply text !!!
5.5 Readout eletronis and integration in DAQDetailed desription of eletronis hain.{ Integration to DAQ (Mention the GBT?).{ Readoutrelated parameters, e.g. bandwidth requirements, number and granularity of read-out links.{Compatibility with Phase II upgrade.The readout of the Small MDT tubes will follow the proven arhiteture of the presentMDT system. A number of additions and modi�ations, however, will be neessary in orderto adapt the rate apability of the readout hain to the requirements of the SLHC. For themehanial integration of the readout eletronis with the Small tube hambers, the layout ofthe eletronis will have to be adapted to the 4 times higher tube density at the ends of theSmall tube hambers. Finally, the radiation tolerane of all omponents will have to omplywith the high radiation levels, in partiular at the inner border of the Small Wheel.7



5.5.1 Arhiteture of the present MDT readoutIn the present readout sheme tube signals are routed via a PCB ("hedgehog ard") to a piggy-bak ard ("mezzanine ard"), ontaining an Ampli�er and Shaper, followed by a Disriminatorwith adjustable threshold, all three funtions being integrated in a radiation tolerant ASIC(ASD). The disriminator outputs, in turn, are routed to a TDC, where eah leading andtrailing edge signal reeives a high-preision time stamp, whih is retained, together with theorresponding hannel number, in a large internal bu�er of the TDC ("Level-1 bu�er").When the TDC reeives a Level-1 trigger, a subset of the reorded hits, orresponding to apre-de�ned time window, are retained for readout and are forwarded to the data onentratorof this hamber, the "Chamber Servie Module" (CSM). From there, data are sent to theo�-hamber eletronis in USA15, the "Readout Driver" (ROD). A CSM an serve up to 18mezzanine ards. The operation parameters of the analog frontend (ASD) and the TDC areontrolled by a JTAG string, whih is distributed by the Detetor Control System (DCS) tothe CSM, whih sends it individually to eah mezzanine ard. Fig. 3 gives the layout of thepresent system. A detailed presentation of the MDT readout eletronis is given in [4℄. TheASD and TDC ASICs are desribed in [6℄ and [7℄.

Figure 3: Shemati diagram of the present MDT readout hain. The Chamber Servie Module(CSM) ollets all data of a given hamber and sends them to the ROD via an optial link. Upto 18 TDCs, orresponding to 432 tubes, an be servied by a CSM. The 40 MHz lok andthe Level-1 trigger are broadast by the TTC system to the TDCs.5.5.2 Arhiteture of the readout for MDTs with Small tubesFor the evolution of this arhiteture into mathing the requirements of the Small tube readout,a number of problems limiting the performane of the present sheme has to be overome. Giventhe high rate apability of the Small MDT tubes, the bandwidth of the readout system hasto be inreased. Due to the limitations of the internal bu�ering sheme and proessing speed,the present TDC an only handle average tube rates up to about 300 kHz per tube withoutlosing data, while Small tubes would operate beyond 1 MHz per tube. Therefore, an improvedTDC is an essential requirement for a new readout design. Another limitation of the readout8



bandwidth omes from the optial link, onneting the CSM to the ROD, as the S-link protoolonly supports a usable bandwidth of 1,4 Gbit/s. Fig. 5 shows oupany and eÆieny of Largeand Small tubes as a funtion of tube hit rate.

Figure 4: Shemati diagram of the hain for the readout of the Small tube hambers. Thehigher tube density at the tube ends requires a higher modularity for the readout arhiteture.When upgrading the performane of ASICs (ASD, TDC), we have to take into aount thattheir tehnologies are no longer supported by industry. The following new omponents hadtherefore to be introdued into the readout system.� The ASD is re-designed in the IBM 130 nm tehnology. A 4-hannel prototype, demon-strating the analog parameters, has already been produed and works orretly. Mostanalog parameters of the previous design are preserved.� The TDC will be replaed by the HPTDC, designed by the CERN-MIC group ( [5℄). This32-hannel devie has an improved internal bu�ering sheme as well as higher transferand proessing speeds.� The CSM ollets data from a MDT hamber formats the event and sends data, trigger-by-trigger, via an optial link to the ROD in USA15. All logial operations are performedby an FPGA, whih will need to be upgraded to higher radiation tolerane. The interfaeto DCS, needed for ontrolling eletrial and temperature parameters on the hamberwill be done via the GBT (see below). The adapter box to the CANbus (ELMB) antherefore be dropped, reduing omplexity of abling.� The link onneting the CSM to the ROD will be replaed by a GigaBit Transmitter link(GBT), developed by CERN. This link provides a 3 times higher transfer rate (Gbit/s),ompared to the S-link [8℄.Another stringent requirement for the pratial realization of the new readout sheme isthe mehanial integration of the on-hamber readout eletronis with the hamber mehanis,as the density of hannels at the tube ends is four times higher than in the ase of the Largetubes. The following design hanges will therefore be implemented.9



Figure 5: EÆieny (left) and saturation of the readout link between TDC and CSM in edgemode (right) as a funtion of the tube hit rate for dead time 750 ns (blue) and 200 ns (red).The dotted urves in the right diagram orrespond to pair mode. The dotted horizontal linemarks the minimum eÆieny required for reliable traking (left) and the maximum saturationlevel reommended for the readout. This numbers will be heked. Why is this urvenon-linear? The diagrams will be simpli�ed.

Figure 6: Spae requirements at the tube ends on the Small tube hambers neessitate aseparation of the HV-oupling apaitors from the signal routing ard ("hedgehog ard"). TheHV apaitor is mounted in a small Noryl (??) ylinder.� HV deoupling apaitors are loated in 15 mm diameter ylinders at the tube ends, seeFig. B.1and Fig. 6. The density of signal routing on hedgehog ards is thus no longerlimited by HV insulation distanes between HV and signal traes on the PCB.� To math the higher tube density, the spae on the mezzanine ard has to be used moreeÆiently. For this purpose, the passive protetion iruitry of the ASD inputs will bemoved to the hedgehog ard. In addition, the modularity of the ADSs will be hangedfrom 8 to 16 hannels per hip, whih goes well with the 32-hannel modularity of the10



HPTDC.� For the interonnetion between mezzanine ards and New CSM we foresee to use thesame 40-wire ables as was used in the present system. Its moderate diameter and highexibility may be important for �tting the new MDTs into the limited spae in the SmallWheel.� While the power dissipation of the on-hamber frontend eletronis of the present systemwas xx W/hannel, leading to a dissipation of yy W/m in multilayers with 4 tube layers,the dissipation would now be about zz W/m. This may require ushing with dry air oreven liquid ooling, as natural air onvetion is hampered by the tight spae onstraintsof the Small Wheel.Now something about mehanis, real estate, omponent density, pakaging et.Finally something about rates.5.6 Servies, infrastruture, and DCS !!! RR+JD to supply text !!!1. Desription of servie sheme (inluding power system, read-out, trigger, alignment),ooling needs and other speial requirements2. Table with number of servies (number of ables, outer diameter, ross setion of leads)3. Table with power onsumption (per hannel, hamber, total)4. Required rak spae(a) UX15 (inlude maximum allowed distane to detetor if any)(b) US15 (power system)() USA15 (DAQ)5. Gas system and distributionDetails on number of gas manifolds per setor (inlude drawings) and onnetions tohambers (serial, parallel?)). Size of pipesRequired nominal, minimum, and maximum owRequired preision of gas mixtureSafety measures in ase of inammable gasRequired rak spae for gas system in SGX1, USA15, UX156. Integration in DCS system, requirements for DCS !!! Via GBT or ELMB++ ?? !!!
6 Expeted muon performane with NSW [SV℄Disussion of overall performane. L1 trigger, muon reonstrution, eÆieny, fake, sensitivityto a few layout parameters (number of layers, ...),11



Cable Number of ables Outer able Cross setion(granularity) diam. (mm) of leads (mm2))HVLVMonitoring and ontrolFront-end linksCalibrationAlignmentMisellaneousTable 2: Example table number of servies per hamberChamber Number of hannels Power onsumption per hannel Total power onsumptionTable 3: Example table: Number and types of hambers per setor7 Integration, assembly and ommmissioning [JD℄8 Cost, resoures and shedule [LP, TK℄9 Conlusions
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AppendiesA Radiation bakgroundDisussion of expeted avern bakground and its unertainty based on simulations and mea-surements with muon detetors, and �nally give a referene �gures and safety fator.� Overview of avern bakground. It's nature, origin, shielding strategy� Simulation result. R distribution in the small wheel region. 14 TeV, Al beam pipe, 14TeV steel beam pipe, 7 TeV steel beam pipe.� Measuremenents with pp ollision. MDT, CSC� Summary �gure. Referene �gures.A.1 simulationB Small tubeDetail of detetor tehnologies proposed for use in the small wheel detetor, inluding the statusof developments. Inlude a desription on the status and size of available prototype hambers.This setion should desribe the tehnology up to the level of a single hamber.B.1 Traking in a high{bakground environmentThe redution of the tube diameter of the MDT tubes allows to maintain the main advantagesof the drift tube onept:(a) independene of the position resolution from the angle of inidene onto the hamberplane (ontrary to drift hambers with retangular drift geometry)(b) operational independane of eah tube, where any malfuntion of a tube an only gen-erate a negligible ineÆieny() modularity of hamber onstrution.To verify the performane of 15 mm ("small") tubes a number of tests was exeuted, usingosmi muon traks. A pair of 30 mm ("large") drift tube hambers was used as referene,de�ning the position of the muon trak, while a layer of small tubes was the devie under test.13



Tubes along the trak are alled 'eÆient' when the hit is deteted inside a 3� road, as de�nedby the referene tubes.This measurement was done in the presene of adjustable levels of gamma bakground dueto the GIF faility at CERN [10℄. Fig. 2 shows the eÆieny of small and large tubes vs. hitrate from gamma onversions. As expeted, small tubes provide a muh better performane athigh bakground rates. The eÆieny at rate zero deviates from 100 % due to traks passingaross or lose to the tube walls and due to Æ-eletrons shifting the hit position outside the 3�aeptane road. The average position resolution in the small tubes was about 120 �m. Due tothe short drift ompared to large tubes, this value showed little dependene on the bakgroundrate.

Figure 1: Struture of a small drift tube with gas onnetion and deoupling apaitor in thelongitudinal diretion (green ylinder). The plasti parts are injetion moulded.B.2 Tehnial ImplementationGoing from large to small tubes as onstrution elements for MDT hambers poses a numberof tehnial hallenges, as the higher tube density requires more re�ned eletrial and gasonnetions on the same available servie area.Hier omes �gure 6 (not displayed beause of big size).A partiular problem is the supply of the tubes with the operating voltage of 2730 V,requiring isolation distanes whih annot be realized on the area available for the readoutboards. The integration of the HV deoupling apaitors into the end-plugs of the tubes wastherefore a entral requirement for the tubes. In a similar way, gas supplies had to be simpli�edto failitate the integration of the tubes. Fig. B.1 shows the tube design, HV apaitor and gasdistribution being integrated into the struture of the end-plug.The integration of tubes into hambers is ahieved by bonding tubes layer by layer with14



Figure 2: The small tube prototype hamber after assembly, onsisting of two modules of 8tube layers, 72 tubes per layer and 1152 tubes in total.epoxy glue. In prodution tests, tubes were �xed in preision supports ("ombs") during uring,and the target auray of 20 �m was obtained. A module with 8 tube layers was glued in atime span of a few hours. With uring overnight, the assembly of a module took only one day.Presently, a full prototype of a MDT hamber in small tube tehnology is under onstrution.It onsists of 2�8 tube layers and is designed to �t into the inner part of the muon detetor inthe very forward diretion, where rates are highest (Fig. B.2). This prototype will be availablefor tests in a muon beam at CERN and in the GIF faility in summer 2010. The readout willbe ahieved with available eletronis for the large tube hambers, speially adapted for usewith the new hamber geometry.B.3 AssemblyDesribe the assembly proedure. Inlude details on1. Ahieved mehanial preision of signal generating parts (i.e. strips or wires)2. Speed of assembly3. Splitting of work and logistis between prodution site
15



B.4 Quality Assurane and Commissioning1. Quality assurane of all individual hamber parts, inlude neessary manpower and rateof tests2. Quality assurane and ommissioning sheme of full hambers, inlude neessary man-power and rate of tests3. How an/is data of the ommissioning used later (e.g. strip or wire positions)?Note: A ommon ommissioning strategy during and after assembly of the wheels will begiven in a previous hapterB.5 Operation, Maintenane and SafetyDesribe in detail the impat of failures of single omponents (gas leak, HV breakdown, front-end eletronis) on the detetor operation. Comment on possible built-in redundany.Desribe in detail the possible senarios for maintenane on the detetor and the exhangeor repair of detetor parts.Desribe the risks assoiated with the tehnology during operation and maintenane (HV,maximum urrents, ammable gas et.)B.6 PerformaneDesribe in detail the performane of the detetor, inluding results from test beam studies.Inlude studies with bakground radiation (, n, p)1. Detetor oupany as funtion of rate2. Spatial and angular resolution as funtions of rate and angle of inidene for single pointmeasurements and segments3. Time resolution4. EÆieny (single measurement and segment)5. Double trak resolution6. Rejetion of fake and bakground traks7. Sensitivity to bakground radiation8. Performane limits (maximum rate) 16



B.7 Aging TestsDesribe in detail results from aging tests for all omponents, the detetor itself inluding the on-hamber gas distribution, read-out and/or trigger, alignment, and detetor ontrol eletronis.B.8 Cost, Funding, and Manpower1. Table of ost of eah omponent, full hambers and total2. Additional osts (e.g. integrating two tehnologies)3. Arrangements for funding (if any so far)4. List of manpower needs, espeially inlude statements on the the urrent and future avail-ability of experts (for at least the full onstrution and ommissioning period, i.e. 2012 {2019, better also for the operation)C TGCD RPCE Miromegas
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